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Abstract

Smart Fault Tracing: Learning with Diagnostic Data
for Predicting Vehicle States

Lejuan Hu

Software applications, as the control centre of vehicle functionality, is becoming much
important in recent years. The failure of downloading software applications can cause 
the loss of vehicle functionality. A tool that effectively estimates the software
downloading statuses and locates root causes when failure happens, is highly required.

The thesis investigates supervised learning methods, proposes a quantitative and
data-driven approach to estimate software downloading statuses and measure
the effect of software parts on software downloading process. The goal is to find out
if classification models can be used to predict software downloading statuses, and help
locate the part numbers that cause the failures in software downloading process.

The experiment results indicate that the classification models can help predict the
statuses with high prediction performance, and can help locate the causes. The
trained models can be used to predict upcoming failures on other vehicles that have
the same ECUs. The proposed method also gives a hint that classification tools can
help evaluate the statuses of other components of the vehicle system, and help
suggest vehicle maintenance planning. A tool that automatically analyses
vehicle statuses will be helpful, which can be future work.
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Examinator: Mats Daniels
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Chapter 1

Introduction

According to Volvo Car Corporation(VCC) annual revenue report, the revenue from

maintenance service accounts for about 80% of total annual revenue. Good service and

reliable products a↵ect not only the annual benefits but also customer’s satisfaction

and their loyalty to VCC products. Vehicle performance, such as vehicle reliability

and availability, as part of the standard service [1], has become increasingly significant

in recent years. To reduce vehicle breakdown time and make the vehicle more reli-

able, VCC provides various maintenance services, including corrective maintenance,

preventative maintenance and predictive maintenance.

Corrective maintenance happens when vehicles have faults or failures. The main-

tenance includes the detection of vehicle faults/failures and the resolution of the de-

tected problems. The detection process depends on the on-board diagnostics system,

which reports vehicle problems by flashing lights or warning sounds. The resolution

of corrective maintenance includes 3 sessions: the isolation of the part that causes

faults/failures, replacement the part, repeat the first 2 sessions until the faults/failures

are fixed.

Preventative maintenance happens before the faults/failures are detected. The

maintenance is done by periodically replacing vehicle components, regardless of their

conditions. The maintenance includes overall inspection of vehicles and replacement

vehicle components. Preventative maintenance can to some extend help avoid vehicle

potential faults/failures and reduce vehicle breakdown time [2].

Predictive maintenance is based on vehicle states, which is scheduled when the

states of faults or failures predicted. The vehicle states are estimated by predictive

models based on diagnostics data [3]. The maintenance includes the collection of data,

experiment with prediction models on quantitative data, analysis the experiment

results and prediction of vehicle states.
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On-board diagnostics (OBD) system was introduced in the early 1980s. Since

then, the technology is widely used for vehicle diagnostics in the automotive industry.

The OBD system diagnoses vehicle systems/subsystems and informs users of their

states in real time by sending notifications. The notification includes indicator lights,

warning sounds or messages.

One existing problem for vehicle maintenance is that the OBD system only de-

tects the faults/failures, but not their causes. That means maintenance technicians

have few hints on the causes of the faults/failures. With little guidance, the tech-

nicians have to manually isolate the components that cause the vehicle problems,

afterwards manually fix them based on their experience. The maintenance process

is usually time-consuming and requires many trial and error experiments. In prac-

tice, execution of one vehicle functionality usually requires coordination of multiple

hardware/software components. Malfunctions in any of the components can result in

vehicle faults/failures. That makes the troubleshooting work even more di�cult.

Electronic control units (ECUs) were introduced to the automotive industry in

1980s. The ECUs are real-time embodiment computers, which are designed and

implemented to control vehicle systems or subsystems. Since the introduction, the

ECUs have been widely used in the automotive industry. One modern vehicle usually

contains about 200 ECUs, and nowadays the number of ECUs in the vehicle increases

every year. With more ECUs, the vehicle becomes more complicated.

The realization of one functionality of the ecosystem usually requires the coop-

eration of multiple ECUs. We take ”navigation by speech” as an example. In the

scenario, to accomplish ”navigation by speech” request, a few ECUs are needed. For

example, we need audio module (AUD) to recognize and analyze speech commands;

the global positioning system in infotainment head unit (IHU) to position current

location; the navigation application in IHU to suggest the routines, which is based on

current tra�c information and positioning information; centre stack display (CSD)

to display the calculated results and AUD to read out the calculated results. Mal-

functions in any of the mentioned ECUs can lead to the failure in response to the

navigation request.

Vehicle maintenance usually takes experienced technicians much time in produc-

tion. The ECUs will be discarded if they can not work and can not be fixed. If the

technicians can find out the causes and fix the ECUs, then the ECUs are saved. That

will significantly reduce production cost. If technicians know the causes of problems,

they can avoid the trial and error process, by directly checking the components that
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do not work and fix them, which can save much time on maintenance. With an in-

creasing number of sophisticated ECUs embedded in the vehicle and an increasing

number of software applications developed in each ECU [4], the troubleshooting and

maintenance process become even more complex and time-consuming.

Raymond Reiter proposed a model-based diagnostics approach in 1987, which

is the foundation of model-based diagnostics algorithms. Generally, the approach

formulates a relationship between input signals and output outcomes. With the

relationship, we can monitor the input signals and calculate outputs, compare the

calculated outputs with actual output, and find out the potential causes of vehicle

problems [5]. [6] proposed a diagnostics method, which compares a predetermined

list of vehicle attribute values against the values of the states in faultless vehicles. [7]

proposed that on-board diagnostics data could be used to build, refine and update

predictive models for vehicle maintenance.

Since 1999 VCC has started to equip the vehicle with diagnostics and diagnostics

data readout (DRO) functionality. With the DRO functionality, the diagnostics data,

which is log data, can be read out from ECUs and saved in database system. With

quantifiable diagnostics data, we probably can derive useful information that can help

technicians find the causes of vehicle faults/failures.

Software applications, as the management center of vehicle functions, become

much important in vehicle industry. Nowadays, most of vehicle functions are con-

trolled by software applications. The failure of software applications in ECUs can

lead to the loss of controlling on the vehicles. Therefore, being aware of the status of

software applications is quite necessary. Our goals for the thesis work is to investi-

gate supervised learning tools, use them to predict software downloading states and

help locate the causes when failures happen. To answer the questions, the following

challenges should be addressed:

• Which supervised learning tools can be used to estimate software downloading

states?

• What are the causes of the failure, and how can we measure the e↵ect of the

causes?

• How can we measure and improve the performance of selected tools?

Many factors can a↵ect software downloading process, for example, the states of

communication networks, the correctness of local configuration, the stability of cloud

server, the hardware version, the vehicle model type, etc. In the thesis, we aim to
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investigate on how existing software parts in IHU and its neighbour ECUs a↵ect

software downloading process in IHU.

The thesis includes 6 chapters. Chapter 1 explains research background, re-

search questions, and related work. Chapter 2 explains diagnostics data, and its

data structure. Chapter 3 explains data pipeline techniques, feature selection tech-

nique, and classification tools. Chapter 4 explains experiments and selection of hyper-

parameters. Chapter 5 presents an overview of experiment outcomes. Chapter 6

explains potential future work.
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Chapter 2

Diagnostics data

2.1 On-Board diagnostics

On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) system is a computer-based system and widely used

in the automotive industry. The OBD is designed to monitor and diagnose real-time

vehicle states. The diagnostics system at VCC includes three parts: communication

networks, a remote data centre and ECUs. The diagnostics data is saved in ECUs

temporarily, can be read out, sent to and saved in a remote data centre via communi-

cation networks. The communication network manages the communication between

ECUs, and the communication between ECUs with the remote data centre. Via the

networks, the diagnostics data can also be transferred to the remote data centre. The

remote data centre manages the storage of diagnostics data and the access of client

devices. Authenticated users can access and extract diagnostics data from the data

centre.

2.1 shows the basic architecture of the diagnostics system. The squares on the

diagrams represent the ECUs, and the lines represent the communication networks.

The diagnostics process includes: the ECUs generate diagnostics data and send the

data to a ”Gateway” ECU; the ”Gateway” ECU sends the data to a ”hub” ECU; the

hub ECU sends the data to the remote data centre via a connector.

Figure 2.1: Vehicle diagnosis process
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2.2 Diagnostics system at Volvo Car Corporation

Every year thousands of vehicles are produced by VCC. The newly produced vehicles

are tested and maintained in factories before they are sold out. When the functionality

of a vehicle does not work as its expected ways, technicians need to diagnose its

potential problems and fix them. The diagnostics data, which records operations

and iterations on vehicle, is temporarily saved in ECUs, and later transmitted to the

remote data centre, called Q Bay. The data can be extracted from the Q Bay data

centre and saved in other devices. With massive diagnostics data, it is possible to

find out the data patterns and the causes of vehicle problems.

The Q Bay database saves a few diagnostics reports, which contain di↵erent di-

agnostics information. The reports include vehicle report, vehicle data report, value

report, parametric report, shift report.

The diagnostics data of vehicle information is saved in vehicle report. It contains

vehicle identification, vehicle model types, vehicle test time, vehicle identity number,

and software download status. Three statuses exist: ”OK” for successfully download-

ing software applications, ”NOK” for failure in downloading software applications,

and ”Abort” for incompletely downloading software applications. The values in the

report are in di↵erent types, including categorical, ordinal, numerical types. The

software parts information is saved in value report. The software parts information

in the report is in text format and all software parts of one vehicle are saved as one

object in one column
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Chapter 3

Methodology

A classic data analysis process starts with data collection, followed by raw data pre-

processing, feature selection, machine learning models selection, model training, ends

with model evaluation and model deployment [8]. The goal of data analysis is to

obtain a reliable model, which can be used to estimate the value of new (unseen)

data. The analysis process includes: (1) transforming raw data into features for

representing the underlying problems, (2) formulating existing problems into machine

learning problems and selecting models to solve the problems, (3) training and tuning

the selected models to improve their approximation capability. Figure 3.1 illustrates

the process.

Figure 3.1: A standard data analysis pipeline.

The goals of the thesis work are to find out if machine learning methods can

be used to predict the status of software downloading, detect and locate the weak

points in software downloading task. To achieve the goals, we are supposed to (1)

extract diagnostics data from the database and pre-process the data; (2) select ma-

chine learning models, train and tune selected models with existing data; (3) use the

trained models to estimate the statuses and locate the causes of failures in software

downloading process.
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3.1 Data pre-processing

Data preprocessing is significant for supervised learning models [9]. Typical data pre-

processing process includes data integration, data cleaning, data type transformation,

and feature selection. The techniques we use for data preprocessing in the thesis in-

clude: (1) datasets integration, where we combine separate datasets into one dataset;

(2) data cleaning, where we split the feature that contains multiple part numbers into

individual part numbers, remove unrelated features and replace ”null” data values;

(3) data transformation, where we transform nominal values into numerical values;

(4) feature selection, where we measure the dependency of features with the target

feature and select features for data analysis.

3.1.1 Dataset integration

Dataset integration is a process of merging multiple relational datasets into one

dataset. The data integration process is similar to ”join” process in the structured

query language. The common features that exist in both datasets can be used as

the ”key” to connect multiple datasets. The integration operator checks the value

of the ”key” in one dataset and compares it with that in the other dataset. If the

”key” values of the two datasets are equal, the operator combines the rows in the

two datasets into one row by the ”key” and save the row in one new dataset. The

integration process continues until the values of all rows are checked and compared.

For given datasets, the column ”SEQ”, representing a unique vehicle identifier, exists

both in vehicle report and value report. The ”SEQ” can be used as the merging ”key”

for merging the two datasets. After the integration operation, the vehicle informa-

tion, part number information and software downloading statuses of each individual

vehicle is saved in the new dataset.

3.1.2 Data cleaning

The part numbers of one vehicle are saved as one record in value report and encoded

in hexadecimal. To analyse the e↵ect of part numbers on the target variable, we

separate the part numbers into individual ones based on their identifiers. The single

part number is then treated as one feature.

Some columns are about serial number information, and they tell little about the

target variable, which are deleted from the dataset. Meanwhile, some rows in the

dataset have ”null” values, and we replace the ”null” with a String value ”empty”

to di↵erentiate them with part numbers.
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The performance of machine learning models is typically evaluated by predic-

tion accuracy [10]. However, when it comes to classimbalance datasets, prediction

accuracy can not work well. That is because when some classes are dominant in

the dataset, machine learning models tend to classify most of the data records into

the dominant classes. Some data records that should be classified into the minority

classes are thus incorrectly classified into the dominant classes. The trained mod-

els are therefore heavily biased in recognising mostly the majority classes [11].There

are two possible ways to address the class-imbalance problem. One solution is to

assign distinct costs to the training examples, and the other is by re-sampling the

original dataset. There are two primary re-sampling approaches: over-sampling and

under-sampling. The over-sampling eliminates the class-imbalance problem by dupli-

cation data from the minority class. Likewise, under-sampling is an approach, which

balances the classes by eliminating data from the majority classes [10].

SMOTE is an over-sampling approach. It over-samples new artificial data in-

stances by interpolation data in a minority class to the number of those from the

majority classes. The artificial data instances are generated in the following way: (1)

calculation of the di↵erence between the data from a minority class with its nearest

neighbour; (2)multiplication the di↵erence by a random number, which is in range

of 0 to 1; (3) addition the multiplication result from step 2 to the result from step

1. Experimental results demonstrate that the use of SMOTE method gives better

results than random sampling methods [11] and consistently alleviates the imbalance

problem [12].

3.1.3 Data transformation

Data transformation is a process of transforming original data types into desired data

types. In the thesis, we transform nominal data into numerical data using one-hot

encoder method.

The one-hot encoder, known as the one-of-K scheme, is a widely used data encod-

ing method. For a dataset, consisting of multiple categorical values, one-hot encoding

transfers the categorical values by creating columns for each of the categorical values

and representing them with binary values 0, 1. For the group of binary bits, value 1

is the valid number, representing that the record is in a specific category. Likewise,

value 0 is not valid, representing that the record is not in the category. Let us assume,

one dataset is a m ⇤ n matrix dataset, with the total number of categorical values

being s. After one-hot encoding, a new dataset is generated, with shape m⇤ s. In the

new dataset, each categorical values is uniquely represented as one column(feature).
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Table 3.1 is an example of the application of the one-hot encoding. There are 2

columns, 3 rows and 6 categorical values in sum. After one-hot encoding, the table

is transformed into a new table with 3 rows and 6 columns.

Color Country
Red Sweden
Blue Denmark
Green Finland

Green Blue Red Finland Denmark Sweden
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0

Table 3.1: Before and after OneHotEncoding

3.2 Feature selection

Feature selection is a process to select a subset of features, with which we can train

a classification model without decreasing the performance of the model. Ideally, the

feature selection process finds the minimal subset of features that are su�cient to train

a model and approximate a target function [13]. Given a dataset with m features,

X = {xi|i 2 {1, · · · ,m}}, feature selection is to select a subset of m0 features from

a set of m features, X = {xi|i 2 {1, · · · ,m0}}, m0
< m, such that the value of a

criterion function is optimized over all subsets of m features [14].

The mutual information theory is widely used in feature selection [15]. Mutual

information score measures the general dependency of two random variables [16]. The

score is based on information entropy.

Information entropy is a measurement of the uncertainty of a random variable

[17]. The minimal entropy score is 0, which implies the variable has one fixed value

and the variable is quite certain. Let P (xi) denotes the probability that X = xi, the

entropy of variable X can be defined as

H(X) = �
nX

i=1

P (xi) logP (xi) (3.1)

Where H(X) is the entropy of variable X, n is the number of the variable values.

Joint entropy is a measurement of uncertainty associated with a set of variables

[18]. Similar to entropy, joint entropy of two variables X and Y relate to the joint

probability that P (X = xi, Y = yj). Let P (xi, yj) denotes the probability that

X = xi, Y = yj, the joint entropy of the variables X and Y can be defined by

H(X, Y ) = �
m,nX

i,j

P (xi, yj) logP (xi, yj) (3.2)
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Where H(X, Y ) is the joint entropy of variable X and Y , m,n are the number of the

variable values for X and Y respectively.

Conditional entropy is a measurement of uncertainty of one variable, when the

other variable is known [17] [19]. Given two variables X and Y , the minimal value of

conditional entropy of the two variables is 0. That means there is no uncertainty in

X if the variable Y is known. In other words, the variable X is certain and dependent

on variable Y . Let P (xi|yj) denotes the probability that X = xi on condition that

Y = yj, formally the conditional entropy is defined by

H(X|Y ) = �
m,nX

i,j

P (xi|yj) logP (xi|yj) (3.3)

The mutual information tells us the reduction in entropy in one variable when the

value of the other is known. It is a measurement of the amount of information that

one random variable has about the other variable [17] [20]. It can be used to measure

the mutual dependency between the two variables. A higher mutual information

score means higher dependency between the variables. With mutual information,

we can measure the dependency between part numbers and software downloading

status. Figure 3.2 shows the entropy, joint entropy, conditional entropy and mutual

information of two random variables X and Y . It quantifies the relevance of a feature

with the output vector.

Figure 3.2: Mutual information

The area covered by both circles represents joint entropy H(X, Y ), which can be

calculated by equation 3.2. The red area represents conditional entropy H(X|Y ),

representing the uncertainty of variable X given variable Y is known. Similarly, the

purple area represents conditional entropy H(Y |X), representing the uncertainty of

variable Y given variable X is known. Conditional entropy can be calculated using

equation equation 3.3. The violet area is mutual information of the two variables X
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and Y . Mutual information can also be denoted by

I(X, Y ) = H(X)�H(X|Y )

= H(Y )�H(Y |X)

= H(X) +H(Y )�H(X, Y )

(3.4)

3.3 Machine learning tools - classification

Let L = (x11, x12, · · · , x1n, y1), (x21, x22, · · · , x2n, y2), · · · , (xm1, xm2, · · · , xmn, yn) de-

notes a set of random vectors X, Y , where X represents features, and Y represents

target variable (label). The target of classification is to select and train classification

models in order to map the features X and the label Y , and then use the trained

model to identify the label for unseen data [21]. The classification model training

process can be represented by figure ??. Typically, the dataset is divided into 2

parts, a training dataset and a testing dataset. The machine learning model learns

knowledge and finds out data patterns from the training dataset. Its learning re-

sult: the data patterns, is evaluated by prediction accuracy and tested by the testing

dataset. Ideally, data that with similar features are partitioned into the same subset

by the classification rules.

The performance of a trained model is usually evaluated by its capability of ap-

proximating labels for unseen data. There are many performance evaluation criteria,

and most of them are based on prediction accuracy. The performance of a trained

model can be measured and represented with bias and variance. The bias is a mea-

surement of the di↵erence between predicted values and actual values. The variance

is the measurement of sensitivity of a machine learning model in data samples. A

model with a high bias means that the model is not able to represent the relationship

between features and target variables, which is under-fitting problem. A model with

high variance is not able to generalize over new data. That means that the model not

only learns knowledge from the expected data but also from random noises, which is

over-fitting problem.

n-fold cross-validation technique is widely used to alleviate the over-fitting prob-

lem. By utilising the technique, the dataset is randomly split into n parts, and each

time the training model select n� 1 parts as training dataset and the remaining one

as testing dataset. The dataset is trained for n times. The average of the n times of

training scores as a measurement score of prediction performance.
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3.3.1 Decision tree

A decision tree is a tool, which uses conditional statements and a tree-like diagram

to determine and represent decisions. It is widely used to solve regression and clas-

sification problems. A decision tree is comprised of decision nodes and edges [22].

The decision nodes include one root node, internal nodes and leaf nodes. The root

node and internal nodes represent a splitting variable and splitting rules of a decision

tree. The leaf nodes, which also are called terminal nodes, contain a small subset of

observations. Data with same predicted labels is grouped in the same leaf nodes. A

path from the root node to the leaf nodes represents one classification rules [21].

Two determinations are needed for determining splitting nodes: splitting variables

and splitting points. The splitting variables are features in the dataset. The splitting

points, which are based on a set of splitting values, determine the way of splitting

one variable. There are some criteria to select splitting nodes, such as gini and

information gain. According to the splitting criteria, a decision tree is divided into

branches (subsets).

The construction of a decision tree starts with the determination of its root note,

continues with the determination of its internal nodes and ends when no further

decisions are needed. Figure 3.3 is a decision tree, includes 5 nodes and 4 branches.

Figure 3.3: Decision tree

The information gain is based on the decrease of entropy after taking one feature

as splitting node [23]. With ”information gain” splitting criterion, features with the

highest information gain score are selected as the splitting node. The ”information

gain” calculation starts with the calculation of entropy of currently selected variables,

and then calculate conditional entropy of the variables with these not-selected fea-

tures. The ”information gain” score is the subtraction of the entropy of the selected

variables to their conditional entropy with other features. It measures the change of

entropy from a prior state to a state after taking the not-selected variables as splitting
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nodes. The information gain can be represented by 3.5.

IG(Ex, a) = H(T )�H(T |a) (3.5)

where H(T ) represents entropy of a prior state, IG(Ex, a) represents information

gain by adding a feature a as splitting node.

The Gini Impurity (GI) metric is also a widely used splitting criterion in tree based

classifier. It measures the homogeneity of data values [24]. Given the distribution

of labels of a set of data, GI measures the frequency of one random element being

incorrectly labelled. If we let pi to represent the possibility of an element being

labelled as label i, and J represent the number of labels, the GI can be represented

by 3.6.

GI(p) = 1�
JX

i=1

(pi)
2 (3.6)

Maximum depth is the maximal length from the root node to the leaf nodes.

Setting maximum depth for a decision tree is necessary, especially when a dataset

has a large number of features. A deep decision tree continuously learns knowledge

from features so that it can capture the data patterns well. A deep decision tree thus

rarely has a bias problem. On the other side, a deep decision tree can result in an

over-trained model as it learns much misleading information from noise data. That

means a deep decision tree can estimate data patterns well for the training dataset,

but can not estimate the labels accurately for new data, which cause the over-fitting

problem.

There are a few advantages when using the decision tree model. The first one is

that the decision tree model is easy to understand and interpret. The paths from

the root node to leaf nodes are decision-making rules, and leaf nodes are the labels.

Data that meets same rules is placed in the same labels. The second advantage is

that it has fewer hyper-parameters to tune with. It is therefore simple to implement

and visualize a decision tree model. Besides that, a decision tree can handle di↵erent

data types, which can simplify data pre-processing work.

There are also disadvantages of decision tree model. The first one is the over-fitting

problem. It is easy to create a deep decision tree, which can cause the over-training

problem and can not generalize over new data. The second is that the decision

tree algorithm is a greedy algorithm. The decision tree consistently picks current

”optimal” features as splitting nodes, and in the end the decision tree may not find

the optimal data pattern for both training dataset and testing dataset. That is a
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typical problem for greedy algorithms. The mentioned disadvantages of the model

can be mitigated by the ensemble method.

3.3.2 Random forest

Instead of making one model and hoping the model is the most accurate, an ensemble

learning method makes the final model by using a collection of learning models. It

decreases variance of the model and mitigates the over-fitting problem by constructing

multiple models and estimating output of new data points by taking a (weighted) vote

(for classification problem) or averaging results of a collection of models (for regression

problem) [25].

A random forest is an ensemble learning algorithm for classification problem [26],

which consists of a collection of decision tree classifiers, where the classifiers are

independent and built on random samples. Random forest trains tree classifiers by

learning from randomly sampled observations and constructs trees based on subsets

of selected features. The training process of decision trees is independent and follows

the decision tree training procedure. Since each tree is independent and learns from

di↵erent data samples, the tree classifiers are uncorrelated from one another. The final

predictor is based on aggregated results of the collection of decision tree classifiers

[21] [27]. When all tree classifiers are generated, the tree classifiers vote and form the

final predictor [28].

The following table explains random forest construction process [29]. Set D rep-

resents the training dataset. Set F represents features that are used to train tree

classifiers. Set H represents random forest.

Line 3: initially, none tree is generated and no trees in random forest. Line 4� 7:

N tree classifiers are generated, which learns from N independent and randomly

sampled data sets. The tree learning process follows the decision tree construction

procedure, which is in line 10 � 13. The tree is built based on f randomly selected

features from features F . The tree training constraints and criteria are the same as

these for the decision tree, which is explained in the decision tree session. After N

trees are generated, the random forest algorithm creates a final tree classifier based

on the vote from decisions in the N decision tree classifiers.

Random forest is widely used to solve machine learning problems because it can

achieve high performance even with default hyper-parameters and it is easy to im-

plement. The hyper-parameters are straightforward and easy to interpret [30]. The

hyper-parameters used in the thesis are splitting criteria, max depth, n estimator.
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Algorithm 1 Random forest algorithm

1: Precondition: Initial training dataset D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn)}, se-
lected features F , number of trees in forest N .

2: procedure GenerateRandomForest(D,F )
3: H  ;
4: for i = 1 toN do
5: D

(i)  A sample from D

6: ti  Treelearner( D(i),F)
7: H  H [ ti

8: return H

9: procedure TreeLearner(D,F )
10: At each node:
11: f  small set of F
12: split best feature in f

13: return tree

The used splitting criterion of random forest is information gain, which is explained

in decision tree session.

The max depth represents the maximum depth of each individual tree in random

forest. With the constraints, no tree in the random forest has a depth that exceeds

the max depth value. Though severe constraints on max depth can result in a high

bias for some decision trees, given that the trees may not be able to capture certain

patterns in the data with the limitation, the bias of random forest can be alleviated

by adjusting the hyper-parameter n estimators.

The n estimators represents the number of trees in random forest. The more trees

in the forest, the less chance that the individual tree is a↵ected by correlated data

samples. However, that does not mean that more n estimators is always related to

low variance. With more estimators, some trees may capture data patterns from noise

data. That can lead to an over-fitting model, which is sensitive to unseen data.

Compared to the decision tree, random forest employs multiple techniques to

reduce the over-fitting problem. It prevents over-fitting most of the time, by randomly

selecting subsets of the features and constructing trees based on these subsets. Besides

that, hyper-parameters such as n estimators can also reduce the correlation between

trees. There are some limitations of random forest. One is that a large number

of tree estimators means much computation, which makes the model slow and time

consuming for prediction. Random forest is not a description tool, which means it

is not easy to interpret the classification results and know the contribution to the of

each node.
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3.3.3 Multi-Layer neural network

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a relatively new computation tool for solving

classification problems [31]. Initially, ANN is designed to represent information in

biological systems [32]. Since its introduction, ANN-based researches and industrial

applications have been evolved. Nowadays ANN is widely used as a computation tool

to solve machine learning problems [31].

Similar to human’s neural network, ANN is made of multiple layers, with each layer

consisting of several nodes and edges. The nodes of ANN imitate the functionality

of biological neutrons of human brains. They receive and process signals from input

neutrons, then process the signals and send the processed signals via nodes at the

successive layers to nodes at the output layer.

There are di↵erent kinds of ANN, including feed-forward neural network (FFNN),

recurrent neural network (RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), modular neu-

ral network (MNN), etc. Among them, the FFNN is most widely used in pattern

recognition. Figure 3.4 shows the structure of one hidden layer FFNN.

Figure 3.4: One hidden layer neural network

In figure 3.4, the FFNN has three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, and the

output layer. Each layer of FFNN consists of multiple nodes, which are represented

by circles in the figure. The nodes are connected by edges, and the direction of the

edges indicates the flow of information. In the figure, the information passes from the

input layer, through the hidden layers to the output layer, which is the structure for

the feed-forward neural network. The information from the input layer is processed by

weight vector and an activation function, which is represented by an ”S” shape curve

3.4, then is sent to its successive layer (the hidden layer). The information processing

process continues until the information reaches the output layer. The information

flowing process is forward propagation process.
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The weighted sum of the input values can be represented by 3.7.

aj =
DX

i=1

wixi + w0 (3.7)

aj is the produced number by a weighted sum of input vector. wi is the weight for

xi, which is ith value of input vector. w0 is the bias unit.

The activation function works on the weighted sum of input values and determines

the activation action. The output from activation function is then as input value of

node at the successive layer. The activation functions can be represented by 3.8. In

the thesis, the activation functions are softmax, relu and tanh.

zj = h(aj) (3.8)

Softmax function, which is also called normalised exponential function [33], is

often used as activation function for multi-classification problem [34]. Given an input

vector of k real values x1, · · · , xk, the softmax function normalises the input vector

into a probability exponential distribution. The softmax function can be represented

by 3.9.

Si =
e
x

Pk
n=1 e

xi
(3.9)

Si can be interpreted as the probability of predicted output being xi. The softmax

function computes the exponential distribution of each element in the input vector,

normalises them into the interval (0, 1), which will add up to 1.

Relu (rectified linear unit) and tanh (hyperbolic tangent) are also commonly used

activation functions. Relu returns positive values for all positive values and returns

0 for all negative values. Tanh is sigmoidal and returns (�1, 1). Relu and tanh can

be represented by 3.10 and 3.11

f(x) =

(
0 x < 0

x x � 0
(3.10)

f(x) =
e
x � e

�x

ex + e�x
(3.11)

For C class classification task, with batches of N samples, the neural network

returns N ⇤ C result matrix. For each sample, the real classes of the input samples

are provided. The neural network predicts output values for given data samples, and

adjusts its hyper-parameters based on the di↵erences between calculated values and

actual values. The di↵erences can be represented and measured by error functions.
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For the multi-class classification task, the error function is usually the cross-entropy

function, which can be represented by 3.12.

Loss = �
TX

j=1

yjln(sj) (3.12)

Loss represents loss function, yj represents actual class for one input vector, sj rep-

resents the calculated value from forward propagation process of neural network, the

T is the number of output classes.

Gradient descent is an optimisation method, which is used to optimise error func-

tions of neural network. It evaluates the gradient of the error function over weights

for artificial neural network. The weights are then updated based on the gradient de-

scent accordingly. The target of gradient descent is to find a set of hyper-parameters

that can reduce error function [35], so the neural network can approximate the target

function as accurate as possible. The weight vector is updated by the movement of

the weight vector along the opposite direction of the gradient of the error function.

The weight adjusting process is called back-propagation.

In the first stage of back-propagation, the derivative of the loss function with

respect of the weight vector is calculated. The deviation function can be represented

by 3.13.

@Lossi

@wj
= �@Lossi

@si

@si

@aj

@aj

@wj
(3.13)

Loss represents the loss function, i represents ith estimated value, si represents

calculated activation function, aj represents weighted sum for the ith value, wj rep-

resents the weight for jth input from prior layer.

For softmax function, the partial deviation of softmax over weights can be repre-

sented by 3.14 and 3.15.

while i = j

@si

@aj
=

@

@aj
(

e
ai

PT
k=1 e

ak
)

=
(eai)0

PT
k=1 e

ak � e
aie

aj

(
PT

k=1 e
ai)2

=
e
ai

PT
k=1 e

ak
� e

ai

PT
k=1 e

ak

e
aj

Pk
i=1 e

ai

= si � sisj

= si(1� sj)

(3.14)
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while i! = j

@si

@aj
=

@

@aj
(

e
ai

PT
k=1 e

ak
)

=
(eai)0

PT
k=1 e

ak � e
xie

aj

(
PT

k=1 e
ai)2

= 0� e
ai

PT
k=1 e

ak

e
aj

Pk
i=1 e

ai

= �sisj

(3.15)

In summary, the partial deviation of softmax function si over aj can be represented

by 3.16

@si

@aj
=

(
si(1� sj) i = j

�sisj i! = j
(3.16)

The derivative of the error function with respect of weight vector can be repre-

sented by 3.17.

@Loss

@wj
= �@(

PT
k=1 yjln(sk))

@si

@si

@aj

@aj

@wj

= � 1

sy
sy(�yi � si)xj

= (si � �yi)xj

(3.17)

where � = 1 when i = j, � = 0 when i! = j.

For relu function, the partial deviation of relu function si over xj can be repre-

sented by 3.18

� =

(
0 a < 0

1 a > 0
(3.18)

For tanh function, the partial deviation of tanh function si over aj can be repre-

sented by 3.19.

@s

@ai
=

@( e
ai�e�ai

eai+e�ai
)

@ai

=
(eai + e

�ai)2 � (eai � e
�ai)2

(eai + e�ai)2

=
4

(eai + e�ai)2

= 1� y
2

(3.19)

The partial deviation of weighted sum over input vector can be represented by
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3.20.

@a

@wj
=

@(
DP
i=1

wixi + w0)

@wj

= xi

(3.20)

If we combine 3.18, 3.20 and loss function, the partial deviation of Loss over wj

can be represented by 3.21.

@Loss

@wj
=

@ylns

@wj

=
@(ylns)

@s

@s

@a

@a

@wj

=

(
y
axi a > 0

0 a < 0

(3.21)

If we combine 3.19, 3.20 and loss function, the partial deviation of Loss over wj

can be represented by 3.22.

@Loss

@wj
=

@ylns

@wj

=
@(ylns)

@s

@s

@a

@a

@wj

= y
1

s
(1� s

2)xj

(3.22)

The learning rate of ⌘ determines the step size that the weight vector W shall be

adjusted during each iteration. The learning rate is a value in a range of 0.0 to 1.0.

With the learning rate of ⌘, the changed weights can be represented as 3.23.

�w = ⌘
@Lossi

@wj
(3.23)

Batch size is a parameter of gradient descent. It controls the number of data

samples processed before the weight vector is updated. The epoch controls the number

of passes that is needed to train the training data samples. The weight vector is

updated when one epoch passes. With a small learning rate, the weight vector is

updated in a slow speed. With limited number of pass and a small step size, the

neural network may not find the local optimisation. Whereas, with a big learning

rate, the neural network changes the weight vector rapidly. The neural network

might require fewer training epochs to find the local minimal, but the neural network

can be unstable in its training process.
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Early stopping is a method to avoid the over-fitting problem. The early stopping

and early stopping related arguments are configurable. The arguments include ”mon-

itor”, which allows us to specify the measurement method of performance; ”mode”,

which allows us to minimise/maximise the performance matrix. The early stopping

will monitor the performance of the neural network and trigger the early stopping

action when the performance of the selected model begins to degrade.
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Chapter 4

Experiments

4.1 Data preprocessing process

We mainly use Python Pandas for data preprocessing. With pandas, we get a brief

understanding of the dataset. With the function ”dtypes”, we find the variables in

the dataset are various, such as object, time, int. The data is quite imbalanced, with

most of data for status ”OK”, which accounts for about 92.1% of the whole dataset.

The data imbalance problem in the thesis is handled with ”SMOTE” method by

oversampling the minority class. We over-sample both training dataset and testing

dataset in the thesis work. After oversampling, the dataset is evenly distributed.

In the thesis we use {TestT ime} as the merging key. After merging process,

vehicle information, software part numbers and software downloading status for every

individual vehicle is in one dataset.

The variable is mainly in nominal and object types. It is essential to transform

them into numerical types before we start to process the data. The data transfor-

mation method used in the thesis is one-hot encoder. After data transformation, a

new dataset, with a set of 0, 1 values, is generated. After the transformation, the new

dataset is horizontally extended with a laege number of columns (dimensions).

The following tables 4.1 and 4.2 represent an example of data transformation on

part number. P1, P2, P3 in table 4.1 represent 3 part numbers of one individual vehi-

cle. One part number can have multiple categorical values. After data transformation,

each categorical value is a feature. In table 4.2, P1 31082A,P1 31081A,P2 310456, P2 310455, P2 310675, . . . Pn 310555

are new features.
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P1 P2 ... Pn
31082A 310456 ... 310555
31081A 310455 ... 310555
31082A 310675 ... 310555

Table 4.1: An example: part numbers before data transformation

P1 31082A P1 31081A P2 310456 P2 310455 P2 310675 ... Pn 310555
1 0 1 0 0 ... 1
0 1 0 1 0 ... 1
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 0 0 0 1 ... 1

Table 4.2: An example: part numbers after data transformation

4.1.1 Feature selection

First, we calculate mutual information scores of part numbers in IHU with the target

variable. Based on mutual information scores, the part numbers holding higher scores

are {P6, P11, P12, P10, P13}. Among them, P6 gets the highest score. This implies

that among the part numbers, the 6th part number provides more information about

the target variable, and a↵ects the target variable most. The issues related to p6 are

more likely to cause failure of software downloading in IHU.

The table 4.3 shows the part numbers and their corresponding mutual information

scores. From the table, we can see all mutual information scores is not big. That

implies the software parts in IHU can not provide much information for the target

variable. We suppose that we can not train a high-performance classifier with the 5

software parts.

Table 4.3: The highest 5 mutual information scores of part numbers in IHU.

Feature Score

P6 0.00665
P11 0.00658
P12 0.00496
P10 0.00324
P13 0.00285

We then pre-process the data from neighbour ECUs and measure the mutual in-

formation of part numbers in both neighbour ECUs and IHU with the target variable.
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The table 4.4 shows mutual information scores of part numbers in neighbour ECUs

and in IHU.

Table 4.4: Mutual information scores of part numbers in neighbour ECU and IHU.

Feature Score
13525P5 0.196
13491P3 0.0040
13457P11 0.0035
13516P11 0.0035
13528P7 0.0034
13491P8 0.0034
13516P6 0.0034
13491P7 0.0034
13491P6 0.0034
13491P5 0.0034
13433P13 0.0033
13528P5 0.0032
13457P2 0.0029
... ...

4.2 Training models

Before we start training the classifiers, we use ”SMOTE” over-sampling method to

alleviate the imbalance problem. We over-sample both testing dataset and training

dataset. We then train three classification models with the dataset, which are decision

tree, random forests and artificial neural networks. We start the experiments with

a decision tree to test the applicability of machine learning model, and then use

advanced machine learning models: random forests and artificial neural networks

to get higher prediction classifiers. The performance of the classifiers is based on

prediction accuracy and represented by confusion matrix.

From the table, we can see the 5th part number in ECU number 13525 gets the

highest mutual information score. That means the part number can provide more

information for software downloading status than other part numbers.
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4.2.1 Experiment with software parts in IHU

4.2.1.1 Decision tree

For decision tree, two hyper-parameters are experimented: max-depth and splitting

criteria.

We start the experiment by testing the e↵ect of di↵erent splitting criteria on deci-

sion tree classifier. We train the classifier model using ”entropy” and ”gini impurity”

splitting criterion respectively with 10-fold cross-validation. With the two splitting

criteria and other default hyper-parameters, the predictive performance of decision

tree changes very little, and the classifier with ”gini impurity” takes a little longer

time. We, therefore, use ”entropy” splitting criterion for the following experiments.

With ”entropy” splitting criterion and 10-fold validation, we train the decision

tree classifier using max-depth in a range of 5 and 20. We find the performance of

the classifier changes little with the max-depth setting, and the classifier performs

a little better with max-depth 7. Figure 4.1 shows the performance of the decision

tree, with di↵erent max-depth. We use max-depth 7 for the following experiment.

Figure 4.1: Performance of decision tree with hyper-parameter: max-depth

Table 4.5 and 4.6 show the performance of decision tree classifier with all features

of IHU, and with 5 features (which get higher mutual information score) of IHU. The

used hyper-parameters are ”entropy” splitting criterion, 10-fold validation, and max-

depth 7.

Table 4.5: Decision tree: confusion matrix with all features from IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.52 0.06 0.43
NOK 0.26 0.24 0.5
Abort 0.27 0.13 0.6
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Table 4.6: Decision tree: prediction confusion matrix with 5 high-dependency features
from IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.49 0.06 0.45
NOK 0.29 0.22 0.49
Abort 0.32 0.11 0.58

4.2.1.2 Random forests

With ”entropy” splitting criterion, we train the classifier using the max-depth in a

range of 5� 20. We find the hyper-parameter: max-depth, makes little di↵erence for

random forest classifier, so we use max-depth 5 for the following experiments. With

max-depth 5, we train the classifier with 200 � 400 estimator trees. Similar to the

hyper-parameter max-depth, number of estimators does not a↵ect the performance

much. We use 300 estimators for the following experiments. Figure 4.2 shows per-

formance of random forests classifier with hyper-parameters: max-depth and number

of estimators.

Figure 4.2: Random forests

(a) Random forests: max-depth and
prediction performance

(b) Random forests: number of estima-
tors and prediction performance

Table 4.7 and 4.15 show the prediction performance of random forests classifier

with features from IHU, and prediction performance with features ( higher mutual

information scores) from IHU.

4.2.1.3 Neural network

For the classifier, more hyper-parameters are needed to tuned with. The hyper-

parameters include activation function, learning rate, batch size, termination criteria
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Table 4.7: Random forests: confusion matrix with features from IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.67 0.09 0.24
NOK 0.37 0.32 0.31
Abort 0.4 0.19 0.41

Table 4.8: Random forests: confusion matrix with high-dependency features from
IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.49 0.07 0.45
NOK 0.29 0.22 0.49
Abort 0.32 0.1 0.58

etc. In the thesis, we implement 3 and 4 layers neural networks and tune it with

di↵erent hyper-parameters.

The activation function we use for output layer is ”softmax”, for the hidden layers

are ”relu” and ”tanh”. We experiment with di↵erent solvers, including ”RMSprop”,

”Adam”, ”Adamax”, ”AMSGRAD”. Among them, ”Adam” achieves continuously

high performance with less running time, we therefore use ”Adam” as the solver for

the rest of experiments. The batch size we set is in a range of 300 � 800 and the

epochs we set is in a range of 50� 100.

We set di↵erent number of nodes in the first hidden layer: 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 60, 70, 75, 100.

We find that with 10 nodes the classifier achieves best performance with one hidden

layer. The table 4.9 shows the confusion matrix.

Table 4.9: Artificial neural network with 10 nodes in one hidden layer: confusion
matrix with features from IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.7 0.1 0.2
NOK 0.52 0.23 0.25
Abort 0.52 0.13 0.35

We then train the classifier with 2 hidden layer: 10 nodes in the first hidden layer

and 10, 30, 50, 60, 80, 100 nodes in the second hidden layer. We find the classifier

performs better with 10, 60 nodes in the first and second layer. The table 4.10 shows

the confusion matrix, with 10, 60 nodes in the first and second layer. The performance
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Table 4.10: Artificial neural network 10, 60 nodes in the first and second layer: con-
fusion matrix with features from IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.64 0.07 0.29
NOK 0.43 0.22 0.35
Abort 0.45 0.11 0.44

of 2 hidden layer network is a little better than that with one hidden layer. We then

add one more layer for the classifier and test it with 5� 50 nodes in the third layer.

We find the performance does not improve, and the running time is much longer than

that with 2 hidden layers.

We then train the model with only the high-dependency features, the best classifier

we get is with 10, 40 nodes in the first and second layer. The table 4.11 shows its

confusion matrix.

Table 4.11: Artificial neural network 10, 40 nodes in the first and second layer: con-
fusion matrix with high-dependency features in IHU.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.48 0.07 0.45
NOK 0.28 0.22 0.49
Abort 0.32 0.11 0.57

4.2.2 Experiment with part numbers from IHU and its neigh-
bour ECUs

Similarly, we experiment decision tree, random forests and artificial neural network

with features from IHU and its neighbour ECUs. As comparison, we also train the

classifier with high-dependency features from IHU and its neighbour ECUs. The

experiment results are shown in the following tables.

For decision tree, we train the classifier with all features from IHU and its neigh-

bour ECUs, with 5 high-dependency features and with one high-dependency feature

13525P5. The hyper-parameters for the classifier are ”entropy” splitting criterion,

10-fold validation, and max-depth 7. Table 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 show the experiment

result.
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Table 4.12: Decision tree: confusion matrix with all features from IHU and its neigh-
bour ECUs.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.99 0.01 0.
NOK 0.01 0.95 0.04
Abort 0.01 0.09 0.9

Table 4.13: Decision tree: confusion matrix with 5 high-dependency features from
IHU and its neighbour ECUs.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.97 0.01 0.02
NOK 0.02 0.94 0.05
Abort 0.02 0.1 0.88

Table 4.14: Decision tree: confusion matrix with 13525P5.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.77 0.06 0.17
NOK 0.06 0.77 0.17
Abort 0.2 0.23 0.57

Table 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 show the prediction performance of random forests

with features from IHU and its neighbour ECUs, 5 high-dependency features from

IHU and its neighbour ECUs, and with one feature 13525P5.

Table 4.15: Random forests: confusion matrix with features from IHU and its neigh-
bor ECUs.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.99 0. 0.
NOK 0.01 0.95 0.03
Abort 0.01 0.08 0.92

The table 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 show the confusion matrix of ANNs with features

from IHU and its neighbour ECUs, 5 high-dependency features from IHU and its

neighbour ECUs, and with one feature 13525P5.
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Table 4.16: Random forests: confusion matrix with 5 high-dependency features from
IHU and its neighbour ECUs.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.97 0.01 0.02
NOK 0.03 0.93 0.04
Abort 0.02 0.09 0.88

Table 4.17: Random forests: confusion matrix with 13525P5.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.78 0.06 0.16
NOK 0.07 0.78 0.16
Abort 0.2 0.23 0.57

Table 4.18: Artificial neural networks with 10, 5 nodes in the first and second layer:
confusion matrix with all features from IHU and its neighbour ECUs.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.99 0.0 0.
NOK 0.0 0.99 0.0
Abort 0.0 0.0 0.99

Table 4.19: Artificial neural networks with 50, 40, 40 nodes in the first 3 hidden layer:
confusion matrix with 5 high-dependency features from IHU and its neighbour ECUs.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.8 0.14 0.06
NOK 0.2 0.46 0.34
Abort 0.15 0.27 0.58

Table 4.20: Artificial neural networks with 10, 40 nodes in the first and second layer:
confusion matrix with 13525P5.

Actual values
Prediction values

OK NOK Abort

OK 0.67 0.12 0.21
NOK 0.24 0.26 0.5
Abort 0.2 0.23 0.57
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Chapter 5

Result analysis

In the thesis, we measure the dependency between part numbers and the target

variable, using mutual information method. We assume that the part numbers with

the highest mutual information scores may be the causes of the failure in software

downloading in IHU. We test our assumption by training the selected machine learning

models with these part numbers, and the performance of machine learning models is

good, but not as good as that with all features. There might also be other factors

that can cause failure.

The mutual information scores of part numbers in IHU with the target variable are

small. That implies these software parts do not provide much information about the

target variable and software downloading status is not so dependent on the software

parts in IHU. The experiment results of the three classifiers are not good when we

train the classifiers with either all features from IHU or high-dependent futures of

IHU.

The mutual information scores of part numbers in IHU and its neighbour ECUs

with the target variable are a little higher than these from IHU, and the part number

13525P5 gets much higher mutual information score than others. That suggests the

part number can provide more information about the target variable, and the issues

related to the part number can a↵ect the software downloading process in IHU. The

experiment results of the classifier with all features from IHU and its neighbour ECUs

are much better than that with only features from IHU. That suggests that some

software applications in other ECUs can a↵ect the software downloading process in

IHU. The prediction capability of the classifier with top 5 high-dependent features in

IHU and its neighbour ECU is better than that with only 13525P5, though still not

as good as that with all software parts. That suggests that though the part number

13525P5 can provide more information for software downloading status, the issues
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related to feature 13525P5 may be not the only reasons for software downloading

status.

The classifiers try to achieve high prediction performance by classifying all data

into the dominant class: the status ”OK”. It is a common problem when training clas-

sifiers with imbalanced data samples. The problem can be alleviated by re-sampling

methods. Average prediction accuracy should not be the evaluation criterion when

the data samples are imbalanced. The performance of the classifier should be based

on its prediction capability for each class.

The decision tree and random forest classifiers can perform well for the given

problem. Compared to neural network, they have less hyper-parameters to tune with

and less training time. When it comes to performance, artificial neural network can

achieve higher prediction accuracy.

In conclusion, machine learning tools can be used to predict vehicle software down-

loading status and help locate causes of its failure. There are still some questions that

needs to be solved. Our research finds out software parts that can a↵ect software

downloading process, but we do not know how the part numbers a↵ect the process.
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Chapter 6

Future Work

In the thesis, we measure the e↵ect of part numbers on software downloading process,

but we still need further study. One research example can be how the part numbers

a↵ect the software downloading process in IHU. Is the part number incompatible with

the hardware? If one software part can work as a unit in an expected way, does that

mean it can also work well with other software parts and achieve its expected per-

formance for the entire system? Can we measure the performance of software parts?

Are the software parts downloaded completely and can we check their downloading

status? Is there any interruption during their downloading process?

Besides software parts, other factors can also a↵ect the downloading process, such

as the stability of the cloud server, the engine status, the vehicle power level, etc.

The next step is to find out more potential factors, and find out how these factors

a↵ect the downloading process.

An automatic tool that can provide diagnostics analysis service and respond to the

users’ diagnostics requests in real-time is also required. Instead of manually extracting

diagnostics data from the remote server and save the data in local memory, we can

design an automatic tool, which can automatically authenticate and connect to the

remote data centre. The data analysis approach can also be applied to analyse other

production processes. Besides the prediction of vehicle status, we can also design a

scheduling system, which is based on the frequency of vehicle failure.

Other machine learning tools can also be used to predict the vehicle status and

find the potential causes of function failures. For example, an unsupervised learning

model, which can cluster diagnostics data and find similarities in each cluster, can

be used for the location of vehicle faults. A reinforcement learning model, which

allows the agent to learn from engineers’ previous experience and history data by

self-exploration, can also be an option for diagnosing vehicle problems.
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